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Personal programming is here. 
Now problems that once took hours 

e 

can be solved in seconds. 
Some of the toughest, most com- on reusable magnetic cards.Has libraries containing extensive 
plicated mathematical problems 20 user memories. Preprogram- programs in engineering, math, 
you can possibly encounter are med card libraries are available statistics, finance, etc., are also 
being solved in seconds onapro- which can be integrated into available. 
grammable calculator you can your problem solving routines. ‘ 
hold in your hand and carry on Repeat a program as often as SR-56. Super slide rule 
your hip. It’s the way complex needed. Change values. Explore with key programming. 
problems are getting solved now ‘what if” possibilities. $1 79.95* an . ; 2 
—and it'll be the way for years. Enter calculations exactly as The ideal student program- 
That’s why you’re ready for a stated—left-to-right. Nine levels mable. No programmable is 

programmable right now. Be- of parentheses, plus an 11- . 
. easier to master. Use up to 100 

cause you’re on the threshold of register stack handle problems 7 Stews ith 10 User 
a career. You need every edge With upto 10 pending operations. program & step! 

: « memories, nine levels of paren- you can get. And, a program- Literally teach the SR-52 your 2 
mye ‘i : . < theses, plus an eight-register mable is indeed a big edge, Own calculating methods. Key in 

i : stack that handles up to seven 
whether you stay oncampus for Your program directly from the : 

. keyboard. If you wish, record pending operations. Add, sub- 
a couple of years, or soon leave Keyboa ¥ ’ t A oa wae 

Cot. 2 : 3 : ract, multiply, divide within a 
to join industry. Because it does Your program ona magnetic card : A : 

J y- : to use again and again. Used Yegister without affecting the 

more TOF you vhan Just get an- tyaenalle, the SR-52 ie one ofthe calculation in progress. 
swers: It ae JOU p,m to the most powerful handheld, slide Two unique features. A special 
Bressures i ees al accurate yu]e calculators available today. test register permits comparison 
decisions aster. You can cope A Basic Library of 16 programs with the displayed value at any 
with masses of data. Optimize comes with the SR-52. Optional point in a calculation—without 
mathematical models. Perform interfering with what’s in pro- 
statistical reductions. Develop [ia | gress. A pause key keeps the 

broad “what if matrices. Ana- display visible for %-second dur- 
lyze trends. The list could go on. a ing program execution. It also 

Is programming difficult? Abso- SR-50A and | oem) | lets you go through a problem 
lutely not. It’s really no more SR-51A offer | eg one step at a time. 

than a calculator’s capability exceptional |= tas aa Supply the input data, then 
to: Learn what you teach it. slide rule a eae eee execute the solution of a stored 
Remember what you want it to. math power ce = cae a sequence automatically. Get an- 
And automatically execute the and value Qe swers without the tedium of 
series of steps, or respond to the . ed remembering and pressing keys 
decisions you put into it. Ase pee ale | repetitively. Three uncondition- 

Most of the important deci- : : al branches and six conditional 
sion-making functions found on SR-50A $79.95* Full func- branches—which includes ad 
computers are available on : -thés bl levels of subroutine and two oop , tion, on-the-go portable : : 
TI programmables: Looping. featuring algebraic entry control instructions — give the 
Branching. Flags. Sub-routines. with sum-of-products capa- SR-56 great decision making 
Yet there’s no special language bility. Performs trig and power. oo. : 
to learn. TI’s full Algebraic hyperbolic functions, logs, An Applications Book contain- 
Operating System (AOS) is nat- e to the x power, xth root of ing over 50 programs in math, 

ural—left-to-right. It’s easy to y and much more. electrical engineering, finance, 
use, and so flexible that you can SR-51A  $119.95* + Per- statistics, surveying, etc. comes 
apoly 4& t6 your own personal forms all functions found with an SR-56. 
PP'y : . on the SR-50A, and more: - 7 

problem solving techniques. . . For more details on TI’s pro- 
Penh, Variance: grid Sesirl grammables the SR-52 or SR-56 

SR-52. Card programmable | find Govintion ee rmeaet. | Or, economical slide-rule calew. 
$395 Trend line analysis and lin- lators—SR-51A, SR-50A. Write 
Offers twice the capability of ear regression. Has 20 pre- Texas Instruments ° 
the only other programmable in programmed conversions P.O. Box 220138 CE, if 
its class—at half the price.t and inverses. M/S 358, Dallas, 

Records up to 224 keystrokes Texas 75222. 
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A Place 
for 

Engineers 
by Jack Burke 

Eee 

Its doors didn’t open until mid- 
April and it won’t be dedicated un- 
til Engineers’ Day, Oct. 8, but the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison’s 
new Engineering-Physical Sciences ieee ee ° , é 
Library is a busy place already. ees me eer (ie a oa _ 2 
Some 250,000 books and vo aie) Gl Tre fs documents were put on the shelves bee | whi Fa 

during spring recess, and it took at a oo eo. 3 & 
least several weeks after that to ae Pe i Po ” =, 
organize things properly, according .. % jl a c x 
to the library director, LeRoy G. gio. sia ; 4 a it 
Zweifel. =e Bee i. Ei 

“We have a limited amount of ngemearg — =nigpappniapage fll gma 
furniture right now,” he says. ge. . | i ~t 
“Most of it still is out on bids, and =" a . 
that takes a lot of time. But we ex- mone 
ect fo be in good working order / ‘ . g ~ in acai 

Almost 18 months in the building Photo By Norman L. Lenburg 
and more than a decade in the sciences, eutrophication, in- two floors, to allow late study. 
planning, the $3.8 million library is _strumentation, space sciences, and “The library was designed to 
an imposing four-story structure, oceanography. It also will serve as function as a scientific and 
located just south of Union South, home for the University-Industry technical information center,” 
on N. Randall St. It was erected in Research program’s information Zweifel explains. “It makes use of 
a modified triangular form and __ services division, judged to be one present and anticipated 
with an outside stone surface of the nation’s finest. This division technologies which maximize in- 
similar to that of Union South, with serves Wisconsin industry and formation availability. Even now 
which it shares a common terrace. _ business. we have one of the finest collec- 
The two buildings could almost Another phase of library tions in the United States. The 
pass for twins. operations is the Federal Reports library certainly is a much needed 

Most of the volumes of the Center, serving various colleges facility for one of the country’s 
College of Engineering have been and departments on campus. major engineering colleges.” 
located on two floors of the In addition to the book areas, the Strang Partners Inc., Madison, 
Mechanical Engineering Building new library provides office space, which designed the Steenbock 
on University Ave. Other books reader stations, computer areas, Agriculture and Life Sciences 
and documents were shelved in storage areas for collections, and Library on the west campus, also 
other locations on the engineering utility space. designed the new Engineering and 
campus, some in remote storage The building’s interior was Physical Sciences Library. It was 
areas. planned on a “siphon” arrange- erected by Gilbert Builders Inc., 

The new facility will support in- ment. This means the lower floors Verona, which also constructed the 
formational needs of the computer were designed for heavier use and Zoology Research Building. 
sciences department, and such will house the most often re- Jack Burke has been the editor of 
specialized programs and centers quested materials. These areas are the UW News Service since 1961 and 
as water resources, environmental open longer hours then the upper is the former Associated Press Editor. 
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e 
e Geodesic: The New Look 

In the Wilderness 

by John Christensen 
errr nena a ee 

Ten years ago camping usually peak of advanced backpacking A dome is a multifaceted 

meant cramming sixty or so pounds _ technology and design. polyhedron with all the vertices on 

of bulky canvas, a Coleman lantern The unique shelter has func- the surface of a globe. A dome 

and assorted children into the tional as well as aesthetic value. could be developed from a 

family station wagon and heading The tent weathers any storm, sheds tetrahedron, octahedron as well as 

in the general direction of snow and rain well and provides an icosahedron. Domes retain the 

Yellowstone National Park. maximum interior volume for symmetry of all these forms as well 

Backpacking was still an exclusive weight. In many ways it is a as their duals in the triacon 

realm limited to hardy and _ backpacker’s dream come true. breakdown. 

dedicated purists. Geodesic domes are Fuller's crea- The structure encloses the most 

A new generation of ecologically tion. Using spherical trigonometry, volume with the least surface area, 

enlightened campers changed all 
that in the late 60’s and early 70's. i ere ueee 

While conventional campers din i ee 

remained trapped on the highways as : 

in mammoth motorhomes, the new =... ee : << i / 

breed set a course on the high road ao 6 oD ss 

to the wilderness. Following one of ve  Reeeerees f 

America’s oldest traditions, they . a Z : he Ni te 

journeyed to the wild country’s Le ld Gey Ae 
free and open space. _ ; S y ae 

The sport's rapid growth fueled a o ) Us  ., a 
previously small industry. Fierce i) a a ca 
competition for the vast, new Le if “aE we 
market initiated a trend toward the : Al y Veo 
constant development and im- oa , Dee 

provement of equipment. a | \ — 

Successful outing firms present ro , Me a, 

themselves as leaders in research ee NS 
and design. Though the result has me oo oe ov Le eG 

often been a confusing variety of ee tne ee Le eG, 
gaudy, sophisticated and expensive tn. Shoes on ee CEO eS 
gear, modern technology has been : 
successfully applied to a member The Oval Intention: the Cadillac of the tent world. 

of backpacking tents that have 

recently appeared on the market. Fuller divided a globe into while resisting internal and radial 

Current innovative tent designs spherical right triangles. Adome is pressure. 

include sweeping, aerodynamic a portion of a globe. The North Face Oval Intention 

structures, updated adoptions of The plane that passes through a_ was designed by Bruce Hamilton, a 

the Indian tepee, domes suspend- globe's center is called a great cir- Fuller student, and Mark Erikson. 

ed from arcs, and among the most cle sphere. It will divide a globe ex- They developed a system of tough, 

interesting, a tent that faithfully actly in half. Fuller discovered 31 flexible aluminum shafts sliding 

employs the geodesic concepts ad- great circles in the rotation of an through rings on the tents surface 

vanced by R. Buckminster Fuller. icosahedron, one of the shapes to achieve the desired geodesic 

The tent, called the Oval Inten- from which a dome can be form. 
tion, was introduced by the North developed. By projecting the icosa_ The advantages of geodesics in 

Face company several months ago. onto the globe you arrive at a_ tent design are obvious. The sphere 

For now the tent represents the spherical icosahedron. is the most efficient enclosure of 

—4—



space ever conceived. The tent ep Oe se] =o person expeditionary tents. Their 
grows stronger as tension on the Pe et = oe Le designs are as unconventional as 
surface increases. The pressure of | | ayy.vsit es = 4.» s they are beautiful. They employ a 
wind and snow on any part of the i ge as ete ae yd long, steeply sloping, swept-wing 
structure will be distributed equal- ee i ia form. 
ly over the surface. The equal dis- £m ——— ae The tents resemble somewhat 
tribution of stress effectively id  s _ « stylized hunting birds or 
resists the element’s harshest = = 9 8  . “" butterflies. The design's 
blows. In storms the tent draws A |. *®  ~% _aerodynamic structure sheds wind 
tight, and remains silent. There is [% = = =} = |" ~— and snow more effectively than A- 
none of the ceaseless flapping in ee Ss frames. 
the wind backpackers have wearily =| While not truly backpacking 
grown accustomed to. mae Shelter, they are very lightweight 

‘ Though the tent Is free standing, The Mariposa: sleeping in a for hs volume they provide. The it can be anchored in extreme con- cathedral Morning Glory weighs in at 12 
ditions. When set up it is light and , pounds and the Mariposa at 14. 
rigid enough to toss around. . . ’ McMahn recommends these 
Though it appears complex it can tent requires twin carrying sacks, tents for outing where the load can 
be erected in about ten minutes, °"¢ for the pole system and the }4 qivided or is not a factor, such 
The shelter’s appearance when set Other for the tent itself. The asa canoe trip. They offer an alter- 
is dreamy and ethereal. smaller models are more efficient, ative to tent claustrophobia dur- 
Tom McMahn, midwest Weighing about eight pounds and ing miserable weather. This is no 

representative for North Face, Packing into a neat 19-inch sack. yinor advantage, considering the 
notes that, “not everyone needs an , These dome tents seem to have a emotional consequences of waiting 
Oval Intention.’’ Nor could dual nature. At times they bring to out an extended storm in a small A- 
everyone afford one. The tent Mind simple but efficient nomadic frame with even the closest friend 
should be considered by Shelters, the Eskimo igloo or the oy lover, The Mariposa and Mor- 
backpackers who are not only Mongolian yurt. They are also dis- ning Glory offer an escape from 
serious but have extra cash to tinctly space-age in appearance, such severe tests of friendship. 
spare. and reflect the concepts of a cool Besides, nothing short of a Lear jet 

. no-nonsense technology. approaches the graceful, flowing 
_Alone with North Face two other The tent also incorporates a  pheauty of these tents. It’s like cam- 

firms have broken away from the number of utilitarian design ping in a Frank Lloyd Wright 
crowded field to emerge as the features including a form-fitting designed cathedral. 
vanguard of design and rain fly, mosquito netting and the Dandelion and Pleasure 
craftsmanship. Jan Sport, Sierra doors providing complete and easy Dome are modeled after Native 
Designs, and North Face have in- 40C@SS. . American tepees and doubtless 
troduced a number of unorthodox Sierra Designs and North Face have earned immediate approval 
backpacking tents. each produce a pair of tents that from admirers of Indian lifestyles. 

Jan Sport's line of dome shaped seem to be each other’s equivalent the design, however, has more to 
tents was introduced three years in design and function. The Sierra (rpg, than mere nostalgic appeal. 
ago. At the time the firm had builta Design’s Mariposa and the North Native Americans, after all, knew 
solid reputation around its well Face Morning Glory are what they were doing. The steep 
known packs. ; remarkably alike in design and €X- pitch sheds snow and rain excep- 

_The Mountain Dome and Trail ecution. The North Face Dandelion tionally well. The hexagonal floor 
rise from a hexagon base pattern. and the Sierra Designs Pleasure 
Sections of fiberglass poles are Dome are nearly identical. 
connected and run from web I discusses these obvious design ce eee 
pockets at each hexagon corner, similarities with Tom McMahn. a Sh ion 

through nylon sleeves, over the top While admitting design parallels \ I 
and down the opposite side into McMahn contends, “It always 
matching web pockets. The seems like we came out with the if 
fiberglass poles form three arcs design first. We’re one of the So 
dividing the tent into slowly cur- largest companies and we have eae f . = ee 
ving pie shaped wedges that meet considerable resources to invest in ef Meo NA “4 
at the peak. research and development.” He iM y/ a . \Sae 

The large Mountain Dome sleeps conceded however that, “Sierra ~My / (8 (esse ccm 
four. The smaller Mountain Dome Designs still make some of the best » | f/ am A A ; 
and Trail Dome sleep three. in the way they’re constructed and en _— 
Though the volume to weight ratio hold together.” ‘ 
is good, the largest tent, at thirteen The Morning Glory and The Pleasure Dome: 
pounds, is far from ideal. The large Maripose are roomy, strong, four- 20th century tepee. 
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plans provide plenty of room for is a welcome departure from the ty and advanced design has turned 

three persons or two persons anda_ soaring cost of outing equipment. backpacking into a rich man’s 

lot of gear. The structure is firm sport. A successful outing firm 

and rigid. According to McMahn the con- presents itself as a leader in 

Like the Morning Glory and sumer has responded favorably to research and development. Design 

Mariposa, these are tents for innovative tent design. “The Jan innovation has become a major 

situations that permit splitting the Sport tents have been well receiv- sales theme. 

load. Nylon and aluminum are alot ed. We're experiencing amazing McMahn explains, ‘We see the 

lighter than lodge poles and buf- acceptance of the Oval Intention. market as a pyramid. We design for 

falo hides however, and a lone We have more orders than we can the peak of that market, opinion 

hiker could probably manage fill. If there wasn’t a demand for leaders and serious backpackers. 

either of the ten-pound tents. this kind of thing nobody would be We hope a good, strong, high quali- 

As for the nostalgic appeal, you doing the research.” ty image will filter down to the 

may not feel like Cochise, but you He went on to predict anexpand- market's base.” 

might feel better intruding on the ed line of North Face domes. While One wonders how anyone could 

environment in a shelter that’s adding that, “the A-frame is stilla have survived in the wilderness 

been a part of the American good tent above timberline, but before the advent of advanced 

landscape for a long time. North domes and other designs may just design and marketing. A brief 

Face has just introduced an ex- replace the A-frame entirely.” shopping trip through outing 

tremely lightweight, an amazing Bold departures from traditional centers gives the impression you 

four pounds, inexpensive and sim- tent design are a result of the won't survive without at least $500 

ple recreational tepee-styled tent, stimulus provided by a constantly worth of the latest goods. Out on 

called the Grasshopper. McMahn growing consumer market. the trails, novices carry one hun- 

says the tent is aimed at the casual Currently an estimated six million dred pounds of the latest equip- 

and bicycle camping market. For backpackers spend $400 million a ment, the better part of which is 

the money, it’s a nearly ideal year on clothing and equipment. completely unnecessary. 

summer shelter. Despite the unfor- Their interest and enthusiasm sup- Backpacking’s popularity has 

tunate center pole (a design flaw ports several major publications contributed to the growth of sister 

that keeps the cost down) the tent’s and dozens of manufacturing sports: kayaking, rock-climbing and 

design and construction should firms. Corporate giants in most significantly, cross country 

make it adequate for moderate minuscule independents compete skiing. The concept of wilderness 

climatic conditions. It's extremely for the lucrative market. adventure has clearly gained wide 

well-ventilated and designed to Most wilderness campers are appeal, often to the disgust of the 

shed rain away from the tent. The aware that strength, durability and sport's early adherents. The 

tent is not yet available but should light weight in equipment are es- nation’s most remote and inaccessi- 

be considered by anyone who con- sential, and outing firms structure _ ble regions are in danger of becom- 

siders weight and economy impor- their selling points around this ing congested. It is now possible, 

tant factors. The price particularly awareness. The emphasis on quali- for instance, to reach Mt. Ranier’s 

Fs : ah aE ewes ayraneoer ocgaeneacgremt lofty summit to find a small com- 

oe 4 oe @ ‘ . ce ee hs munity of candy-colored tents, in- 
(Aree i ee oa a Ae stead of the anticipated sense of 

eg Ei ee ee uate a ce | breathtaking isolation. 

hae EMR ate ae MOS ee cake Ae Lightweight wilderness shelters 

rere re. les Pe h through several sur- Ns eo ves 8 some, through severe ah 
: Pa a prising evolutionary changes 

ie te woe ac | MAN TT | ‘he growth of the sport 
i ri , ci us Al The first backpacking tent was 

le. aA } oo : — carried by Edward Whymper on 

wee ge _ ‘,___ his Matterhorn assault in 1862. His 

ca i. simple A-frame tent weighed 23 

Po.) or _ : | pounds, measured 6% feet long 

fee — eo time this clumsy canvas shelter 

See - .... oe =. _was a comparatively lightweight 

i inte, 2d portable tent. 
a ere i oe = -—SsSTcodaay’s backpacking tent is 

He ee a ee, material, with fiberglass and 

Se 7 Sstvminum support poles. It's 
2 ee Gee ee 
ee : 

The Eureka Drawtite: exo-skeleton for wind resistance. {continued on p. 12) 
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e engineers run departments. 

At Bab k&Wil 

it NeaYa abla UNeK ees pany. 

| 
: 

The challenge is clear-cut. If you could be in one of those cialty steel tubular products 
you're a graduating engineer top positions not too many and ceramic fibers. And we’re 
looking for personal growth, years from now. a fast-growing force in compu- 

management responsibility At B&W you'll get involved ter systems for process control, 

and the chance to make a fast. Asa major company man- machine tools, coal gasifica- 

major contribution early in ufacturing urgently needed tion and industrial automation. 
your career, what better place —_ high technology products for If the opportunity to be- 

to look than at Babcock & power generation, energy con- come part of the management 

Wilcox, a company that’s run servation, pollution control team of a billion dollar a year 
by engineers. and related fields, there just company that's run by engi- 

It’s true. Many of B&W’s isn’t time for B&W to keep neers appeals to you, see your 
top management people were bright young people waiting. Placement Director or write to: 
where you are now, not too Babcock & Wilcox is a Manager, College Recruiting, 
many years ago. And with the leading supplierof nuclearand Babcock & Wilcox, 161 East 
opportunities B&W offers for fossil-fuel steam systems, the 42nd Street, New York, New 
engineers to become managers, world’s largest supplier of spe- York 10017. 

Babcock &Wilcox 
An Equal Opportunity Employer



ANS Midwest Student 

by Cynthia Klement 
a 

On April 2 and 3, 1976, the professional relationships and the Dr. Richard Roberts, Assistant 
University of Wisconsin student many other meeting outcomes, Administrator for Nuclear Energy, 
chapter of the American Nuclear thereby further encouraging stu- ERDA, was the keynote speaker on 
Society was host to the 1976 dent participation in the Society as Friday and gave the welcoming ad- 
American Nuclear Society regular members after graduation. dress. He spoke on ERDA and es- 
Midwest Student Conference. The In addition, the conference often pecially on the nuclear energy 
purpose of the student conferences provides the first opportunity programs. The address was open to 
is primarily educational and for a student to present orally the public. A “Certificate of Ap- 
tutorial. The conference is design- and in a technical format a paper preciation” was presented to Dr. 
ed to provide a medium for the ex- on a scientific or technical subject Roberts by Octave Du Temple on 
change of new ideas and informa- within a fixed time frame to a_ behalf of the ANS, following the 
tion between students, by bringing largely unknown but sympathetic _ talk. It was awarded to Dr. Roberts 
together students of different dis- audience. for his work with the student con- 
ciplines in the field. A second lear- The conference was held at the ferences. Professor Max Carbon, 
ning purpose of the student con- Edgewater Hotel in Madison and chairman of the nuclear engineer- 
ferences is to demonstrate the its theme was: Nuclear Energy: A ing department, spoke on behalf of 
breadth or scope of nuclear science Declaration of Independence. the department and gave a review 
and engineering to the students by Over 180 students and faculty of the development of the student 
bringing together the various attended along with represen- conferences. 
specialties and sub-specialties tatives of Sierra Club, Common Over 60 technical papers were 
emphasized by the different Cause, and some contributing com- presented by students from univer- 
schools in attendance. A final pur- panies. The conference is funded sities throughout the midwest. 
pose is to illustrate to the students through contributions from nuclear These include: Purdue University, 
the concept and practice of a related industries, ANS sections, University of Notre Dame, Univer- 
professional meeting as a vehicle and the Energy Research and sity of Missouri, Northwestern 
for new ideas, for information ex- Development Administration University, University of Cincin- 
change, for the strengthening of (ERDA). nati, Ohio State University, 
~ oa ‘ University of Illinois, Iowa State 
| [A : University, University of 
L LL . Michigan, University of Missouri- 
i 8 — Rolla, Kansas State University, 
| hl — 4 Michigan Technological Universi- 

: oe a) ae ty, and the University of Wiscon- 
| : : ss sin. Half hour time slots were given 
a a " | to each presentation with three 

> ‘ papers running concurrently. 
ata > * ye vii ~~. Papers presented ranged from 

ee ig a design projects, thesis research 
se - > and laboratory projects’ to subjects 
iF  ~s) 2 & 5 : concerning the role of nuclear 

ve «oh Saeed = science and engineering in our 
bo 4 he i, oe ep — ~y ae society. Papers were divided into 
a tages. . nine categories: Applications of 

te. i ial : . p Nuclear Technology, 
7 oy 44 iia oa 4 Measurements I & II, Nuclear 

On et Ee , 4 Power Production I & II, and Fu- 

wn 4 “eg dl ay sion Systems and Plasma Physics. 
- - One award was given per category 

Joan Etzweiler receives the “Outstanding Paper” award in the Fusion for “Outstanding Paper.” These 
Systems and Plasma Physics category. papers were judged by attending 

—_ 8 me



faculty and industrial represen- | eo oo 

tatives. Two University of Wiscon- ‘ | _ 8S P 
sin students received these awards. : ot cs oe 

i 
| ft hhh 

Joan Etzweiler was awarded the /  . se oe 

distinction for the Fusion Systems |. =" os | o. | 

and Plasma Physics category for .—srh tt Oe oo] | | 
her paper entitled, ‘Scaling of -_ | 3 a a _ | 

Measured Plasma DC Resistivity in | iv ot 
the Small Wisconsin Octupole.” In A — “ @ 
the Nuclear Power Production II Pee md iG 8 

category, Cliff Strawitch received ee ne — 

an award with his paper, “Divertor ee | o. 

Experiments.” Other University of : a un 2 

Wisconsin students who submitted | 3 = se | ’ 
papers included: Magdi M. | a | wot 7 \4 y ee 

H. Ragheb, Ralph Flynn and Pat ae™ - J | vg 

Hanrahan, Randy G. Lott, John B. [alae il = _ med | We, ot et 
Whitley, John Darby, John gag aa eniieeaaitttitad andl 

Nightingale, Everett Ramer, and 
Tak Yun Sung. During the ANA Awards Banquet, 

At the awards banquet held on Dean Marshall addresses the conference. 
Saturday in the Great Hall of 
Memorial Union, Robert Marshall, 
Dean of UW Engineering College volved in nuclear issues. Mr. 

spoke. Guest speaker at the dinner Harold Forsen, vice-president of Cynthia Klement is an electrical 

was Mr. Sol Burnstein, Executive Exxon Laser Enrichment Division engineering freshman and intends to 

Vice-President of Wisconsin Elec- and former UW professor, goon to get a MBA in Business. Her 

tric Power Company. He spoke on presented the awards. Certificates goal is to apply Business Administra- 

the need for people in the nuclear were given along with checks total- tion and Communications to an 

sciences to become publicly in- ing $300. Engineering background. 

66 e e e ® 

Civil engineers: youll be amazed how often oe 

oe ® oe 

ihe answer is Full-Depih Asphalt pavin e 

, > We have a whole library for you. So you can start learning 
Efe ™~ for yourself how Full-Depth (Ta) asphalt paving can be 

f |. used to great advantage. It’s an energy saver and money 
ig *. saver, too. This becomes particularly clear with stage 

And Ou . construction. You can design the asphalt pavement needed 
7 wa a now for today’s traffic and plan to add more pavement 

Can ned ps 4 Po a strength in stages as traffic volumes and weights increase. 

99 A | AS ~*~ Another big area is road upgrading—for economy reasons 

WHE 1€€é =a —and again, asphalt is the answer. It’s ideal for road 
~~ * overlaying, strengthening or widening. There’s a lot more 

Pom to know about asphalt. And it’s all worth knowing. To get 

soe i 4 your free library, send in the coupon now. 

ali. 9 Yr. 3 

i ‘ i] | i ee “ : / %\- ——— Offer open to civil engineering students and professors -—— 7 

4 iF i t ' a fr Q THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Maryland 20740 | 

iT i a Ves i halt ‘ i 4 Please send for your free Asphalt Institute Library. 

Te yd q 
ae: J 4 

, ££? 7 a = oo ___ 
ve . . aril ft Class or rank I 

_ — _ City State Zip I 

ae . : — — | 
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What’s the Matter? ats e€ atter: 

by Steven B. Krogh 

During the years 1905 - 1913, Sir theory to explain this huge this revised theory was so appeal- 
Ernest Rutherford and his menagerie of particlesisknownas ing, that the fourth quark was 
collaborators, Geiger and_ the Quark Theory, first postulated whimsically named the ‘‘charmed” 
Marsden, performed an ingenious by Gell-Mann and Zweig in the quark. 
series of experiments on the early 1960’s. In its original form, it But, attractive as it is, a theory is 

scattering of alpha particles by was suggested that there were not fact until itis proven. Countless 
atomic nuclei. This was the first three elementary particles, now hours have already been spent in 

successful attempt to examine the called the up, down, and strange the efforts to find a quark in its 
inner structure of the atom. The quarks. These could combine to “free” state, unattached to other 
relationships between the mass, form all existing particles (ex- particles. Most of these in- 
charge, and size of a nucleus - cluding the Leptons, a class which vestigations have made use of the 

previously a complete mystery - ss soeeenscpneeseliammeemeestacieeniieesmatl quarks’ most outstanding 
were revealed. By 1925, all observ- co. ae ee characteristic - that of partial 
ed sub-atomic phenomena could be + MMM === = charge. Protons and electrons have 
explained in terms of only three \—" (i aa tea =a), been thought to have the smallest 
basic particles - protons, neutrons, {, /f ae 7s possible amount of electric charge 
and electrons - and photons of elec- > /s#rmm=ag Ss J (other than no charge at all). 
tromagnetic energy. ‘Spe. — | ae: | Quarks, if they exist, would have 

But progress does not stand still. | Pe ee lime) only a fraction of this fundamental 
Man’s unceasing desire to extend ee ples  saeury charge. 
his knowledge (and confound i as seas With this in mind, experimenters 
himself in the process) soon dis- F RS ce. i have fired streams of particles into 
colored this simplistic picture of Las ee nt oe =| specially-made “obstacle courses” 
the atom. In 1931, Wolfgang Pauli 07 (Za | of electric and magnetic fields. The 
suggested the existence of another < 62 i ee apparatus used is designed such 
particle, now called a neutrino. Faq ter —) that only a partially charged parti- 
Since then, well over a hundred Lai wi) op ae | cle could make it through to detec- 
other particles have been found, fe . ae | uu) tors at the other end. The result: 
each with its own peculiar qcMn cies (Siete after years of effort, no free quarks 
characteristics. Although this may The 15 ft. Bubble Chamber have been found. 
sound like a very confused state of includes electrons, neutrinos, and But there is another approach. 
affairs, research now being done muons). Several minor discrepan- The existence and characteristics 
may finally provide us with amuch _ cies in this theory were cleared up of the up, down, and strange 
more precise, clear-cut impression with the addition of afourth quark. quarks were postulated on the 
of nuclear structure and interac- All known particles and interac- basis of other particles known at 
tion. tions could now be explained in the time. The charmed quark, 

At present, the most plausible terms of the Quark Theory. In fact, however, came from the assump-



tion that the other three quarks ex- Pra re FAS A 
ist. If one were to discover a new oe A a 7 
particle which exhibited charm bokaed eS eee 
(that is, it has properties such that a So i 
one of its constituents must be a id aoa. ‘ 
charmed quark), this would be | he OW NS 

strong evidence that the Quark | eo 2 “coy et 

Theory is correct. The exciting part ao - A ak’ Bositron 

is that such particles may have just Poe 4 7 
recently been found. In fact, KB ; <j 
several research groups, within the ee de” 1 
last eighteen months, have observ- ~ A po 

ed several nuclear interactions Fo, ne ae i re 

(events) which seem to have the 4, Cet 
characteristics of the decay of e Wig if 
charmed particles. et ge ‘on Oe la 

r 0, oF “ oS: 
One such group - a collaboration mY tr Se ie : 

of experimenters representing the / ) ee oS es. Anis ie gl a 

University of Wisconsin, the CERN ; rhe s ee a 
Laboratory at Geneva, Se: 4 fo RE 
Switzerland, the University of Ee aA *:, ee tee eh. eZ 

California Lawrence Berkley en Ni “pe BBE 3 A] 
Laboratory, and the University of C7 . ta ao NS an gall ay 

Hawaii - has been studying interac- eS ae ok ~ 2 oS gp a 

tions resulting from the collisions ae: CUS 6 * Fae Pee ; : i a, | . O® Saf Se. 
of high energy neutrinos with I fe. oN LS ag. "S| 
atomic nuclei. These events take view 1 7/ , is ~ 22 pe /8, 
place in a fifteen-foot-diameter a : — ~ 
bubble chamber at the Fermi Composite photograph of one of the 

National Accelerator Laboratory unusual events in the Bubble Chamber. 

near Batavia, Illinois. of an electron), a negatively charg- involving charmed particle produc- 
The process works as follows: ed muon, andaneutralK meson.In tion. However, of the fifteen events 

the accelerator delivers a pulse of two of the originalfourevents-and found so far, fourteen have vees. 

several billion neutrinos to the twelve of the present fifteen - the One possible explanation is that, 
bubble chamber. Since neutrinos muon had struck a special detector since vees help to identify can- 
react very seldom, only about one outside the chamber. Called the didates for interactions involving 
reaction takes place every ten EMI (External Muon Identifier), it the suspected new particle, it’s 
pulses. The chamber itself is filled is able to differentiate between natural that many more such 
with a mixture of liquid hydrogen muons and more common pi_ events with vees would be found 
and neon. With each pulse, a trio of mesons. than without; or, it may be that ex- 
cameras records what takes place The events areinterpreted asthe perimental conditions somehow 
in the chamber. Charged particles production of anew particle during enhanced vee production. But 
leave a fine trail of bubbles as the neutrino interaction. The these are only suggestions. Con- 
they move along. By analyzing the original neutrino turns into a_ tinued study will eventually make 
pictures of these “tracks” of the muon, while the new particle ll the facts clear. 
charged particles, each event can decays rapidly (in about 10-9 For many years, man has sought 
be mathematically reconstructed seconds) into aneutralK meson,a to find the fundamental 
and evaluated. positron, and another neutrino. relationships between matter and 
Between April and June of 1975, This is the first time that a neutral the forces which act on it. 

about 80,000 usable photographs K meson, a particle which exhibits Researchers are now finding many 
were taken by the experimenters. ‘‘strangeness’’, has been seen essential and significant pieces of 
Of these, fifteen events have.so far together with two leptons. Such a_ the puzzle. All we need is someone 
been found which seem to involve reaction is consistent with present clever enough to put all the pieces 
a new, possibly charmed, particle. theoretical models of charmed par- together. Perhaps, very soon, 

The evidence for the new parti- ticles. someone will. 
cle was first announced in And, as in any experiment, there 
December of 1975. At that time, are inconsistencies as well. For in-_ = 
only four such events had been stance, by present theory, one Steven B. Krogh is a junior major- 

identified. Each involved a would expect to see a neutral K ing in Physics and working on 
positron (a positron is the positive- meson decay (called a “‘vee”’) inno research in high energy physics at the 
ly charges anti-matter counterpart more than about half of the events university.



design has evolved beyond the sim- 
ple A-frame. Modern shelters 

Sj weigh 4 to 13 pounds, are no more 
than 25 inches long when rolled, 

7 and many current designs could 
start rumors about an invasion of 
alien space craft. 

<  S ou fof, . Eureka tents, designed by Robert 
ir \ VA FSG Blanchard, were an early depar- 

Nas y 7 Pm \ Ff ture from the traditional A-frame 
S °o : ’ . . ~S _ 6 , , design. The tent’s fabric is 

Ve SY Gy \ suspended from an exterior pole 
‘o> e) J ° system. This exo-skeleton design 
Yj, hs altered the tent’s basic appearance, 

ef b) "3s while making it more wind-resis- 
y tant and self-supporting. The 

A Cc Zi Eureka Drawtite tents did not re- 
ToT quire stakes or guy lines. They 

DeZ U ie @ K could be pitched on snow, rock or 
AUNT OF GENERAL NAS sand. The exterior frame, an im- 

portant breakthrough, is not incor- 

Attention ME and IE Graduates!! If you are porated in most tent designs. 
looking for a rewarding career away from the Though the company has not 
stress and pressures of the metropolitan en- designed any new tents recently, 
vironment, consider joining the DeZurik Manu- they are still the acknowledged 
facturing team. DeZurik is a multi-national sales leader in the lightweight tent 
manufacturer of valves and controls for the field. 
process flow industries. Current opportunities Other manufacturers soon in- 
in Engineering are available at DeZurik head- trodiiceéd new tent designs 
quarters, Sartell , (near St. Cloud, Minnesota, gns. 
an All-America City). Enjoy the fresh, clean Quonset hut tents are sold by 
environment in the midst of premium outdoor Thomas Black and Sons, Early 
recreation country, yet only 65 miles from Winters, Mountain Safety 
the Twin Cities. Research, and Atlantic Back Pack. 

Adventure 16 and Co-workers 
As a DeZurik manufacturing engineer and Part Development Corporation (CDC) 
of a top quality manufacturing team, you will have designed four-sides tents 
be responsible for solving production process . . 
problems, developing efficient operating suspended from a pair of fiberglass 
processes and making/evaluating cost reduction arcs. The design greatly increases 
suggestions. Positions are available in our interior volume. Jan Sport 
grey iron foundry and in our machining opera- employed the concept in their 
tion. All positions include an excellent -recently introduced line of tents. 
salary plus a liberal fringe benefit program. The introduction of new tent 

designs will continue. Even the 
If you are interested in joining DeZurik, geodesic design in tents will even- 
epee send a resume, salary requirements and tually be surpassed. In a sport and 
istory to Manager, Employee Relations, 3 : 

DeZurik Corporation, Sartell, Minnesota 56377. industry a8 wide open, freewheel- 
ing and rapidly growing as 

y "An Equal wilderness camping, no end is in 
C <4 > sight. The concepts and materials 
2) Jy Opportunity of modern technology have been 
So successfully applied to wilderness 
4 By Employer" conditions. The science of 
(SS) wilderness engineering is yet in its 

No \ infancy. 

‘ / John Christensen is a senior in Ag 
L Journalism. He has written for the 

y DeZURIK Cardinal and is the former editor of 
aa e “News from Home.’ He has 

backpacked and camped in Europe 
and North Africa. 
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We’re looking for people who are looking for the good life. 

The good life involves a lot of the things we've always taken for granted. Like the availability 

of enough food to feed an ever-growing population. A cure for disease. Thick forests. A 

clean environment. And the time to relax and enjoy it all. Except now we're going to have 

to stop looking at life through a tunnel and find ways to protect all forms of it—from our 

homes to the farthest corner of the earth. Because life is fragile. And its protection is a 

major concern at Dow. So we're looking for people with scientific, engineering, manufac- 

turing and marketing backgrounds who'll direct their precious talents, enthusiasm and ideas 

to the development of Dow products and systems for the good life. And we'll provide a 

dignified, motivational environment to work and grow. If you or someone you know loves 

life and wants to live it wisely, get in touch with us. Recruiting and College Relations, P.O. 

Box 1713E, Midland, Michigan 48640. 

“Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company <l- DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A. 

*



We're looking for 
ngineers who are 
revolutionar I y- i 

th t ~ i at heart. Ui 
By revolutionary, we mean we're looking for engineers who _{ v 

thrive on change. Le AA | 7 
There’s a revolution going on, a technical revolution. <->, /j , 

Every day, there are new changes. Changes in components” "*4 7 oF a) 
Products. Systems. Materials. Changes in processes. And even \\ dL) a 
in whole technologies. NG aw 

General Electric needs engineers who like change. he OH | 
Who can adapt easily to change. And who can use change (i { ees 

creatively. yi (as \ 
Generally, we’ve found that the engineers who are "ad ( 

most responsive to change are those well grounded in (yaaa PR os, ik 
the fundamentals. Who have a broad view that helps * Ay ry Oa 
them evaluate and make use of changing technologies. (ed ae 
Who are flexible. And who haven’t become too special- VS NS ized yet. /. of ~~ <A} y 

Are you that kind of engineer? General Electric is » \ 
that kind of company. (  -_, ong 

GE is constantly evaluating, developing, testing \M/ iN | 
and applying new technologies. That’s one of the i) 
reasons we’re into so many different busi- , al ‘ I 
ness areas. And coming up with so i We 
many new products. , 7 \ gE JA 

If youre the kind of person Se fl i 4 4, 
who thrives on change, join eS Al 4 a nC 
the technical revolution at Ne a7 ‘ea aa General Electric. : . 4 ) Co 

Send for our free careers, Me™ e “ 4 w \ ~~ BN a 
booklet. Just write General AEE ~ = Bee a ON WS 
Electric, Educational Com- ™ ly ON ee yp (. > y munications,W1D, Fairfield, f , mS Se tee ae oN Connecticut 06431 a ie a f ¥(\ — Oe 

Progress for People 

GENERAL @® ELECTRIC 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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